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01.

Advertise Your
Seoul!
Aju Incentive Tours
	82-2-786-0028
www.ajutours.co.kr
ajuincentive@ajutours.co.kr

This event is recommended to organizations planned to have a Gala dinner or
awards ceremony 1 to 2 days after and to hold this eventt around noon.
Number of cars provided vary by the number of participants and each will run as the
predecided driving course. Participants will randomly get on the cars and teams
are decided by the cars. Members will be given the titles Leader, Photographer,
Copywriter, Designer and other titles (differs by the number of participants) and in
the end, they will create advertisement materials of the Seoul they experienced.
Materials will be displayed at the Gala/ceremony and the most voted will win.

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants

30 to 300 peaople each

02.

All in Hanok

STAYFOLIO
82-2-1670-4123
www.stayfolio.com
stayfolio@stayfolio.com
www.instagram.com/stayfolio
Modernhan
82-2-816-7856
www.modernhan.kr
modern.han.info@gmail.com
www.instagram.com/modern.han

All in Hanok is all in one package experience of traditional Korea including clothing,
food, craft and games. When you enter Hanok, the traditional Korean house with
Hanbok, the traditional Korean clothing, painting activities using traditional paints
and brushes, craft activities of making fragrance and more are waiting for you to
offer the authentic experience with traditional Korean art professionals. Professional
musicians perform Gukak, traditional Korean music during your meals accompanied
with traditional Korean drinks.
Freshen your minds through this complete experience on the Korean culture, and
connect with your team members as you spend time outside the office.

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants

4 to 10 peaople each
Indoors: Traditional Hanok
(Rakkojae, Somewhere,
Seochon Youngrakjae)

Venue

Outdoors: Several spots in
Seoul

Duration

4 hours (Before noon only)

Duration

3 hours

Language
Available

English

Language
Available

Korean, English

Venue
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03.

Ancient &
Modern Seoul
City Race
Aju Incentive Tours
	02-786-0028
www.ajutours.co.kr
ajuincentive@ajutours.co.kr

Ancient & Modern Seoul City Race is team-based activities in which each team will
complete missions at various areas in Seoul. Missions such as finding the Great
King Sejong at Gwanghwamun Square, finding the Dongdaemun Design Plaza,
instant imitation of K-pop star with people on the street will bring the team together
and allow them to feel the real streets of Seoul. During the game, the participants
will have plenty of chances to take the public transportation, try Korean street food,
find the best souvenirs and more. They will have unforgettable special memories
with their team members. High recommendations for the group looking for the real
experience of Seoul.

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

20 to 50 peaople each
Outdoors: Gwanghwamun
Square, Dongdaemun

Duration

3~4 hours

Language
Available

Korean, English, Japaneses,
French, Spanish

04.

Another Me

DrinkingDrawing
82-10-5162-1532
dkingdwing.modoo.at
cozzun@naver.com
www.instagram.com/drinkingdrawing

This program offers to have fun using different techniques to draw self-portraits on
canvas. If individual photos are sent beforehand, there could be pre-sketched canvas
waiting for the participants to ease the process. The program provides opportunities
for the participants to draw each other while enjoying the drinks offered during the
class. Adding messages or slogans on the drawing will make the drawing more
private and special to the participants that it’ll be the best souvenirs for them. Come
and find another me and share it with your group.
For classes run in our atelier, drinks are provided for free. (Wine, beer, soju, coffee
and tea)

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

10 to 1,000 peaople each
Indoors: Atelier or a hotel
meeting room (DrinkingDrawing,
35-1 Baekjaebun-ro 42-gil,
Songpa-gu, Seoul)

Duration

3 hours

Language
Available

Korean, English
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05.

Archery
Experience of
the No.1 sports
in the world
X-TEN ARCHERY
82-10-5057-9422
x-ten-archery.com
tjr070808@naver.com
www.instagram.com/xten_acr

Learn all about the ultimate Korean Sport, archery with a former archery athlete.
Through this professional and systematic program, learn how to wear the gear, be
educated on safety and posture, set to zero adjustment and other personalized
lessons. Achery is a sport that everyone can enjoy and it became popular for
corporate sports events, workshops, team building events, sports dinners and
school experiences. Also regardless of the number of the group, personal
competence, physical ability and strength, all participants get to practice teamwork,
interaction and concentration.

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants

1 to 30 peaople each

Venue

Indoors: 3F, 14 Sapyeongdaero 56-gil, Seocho-gu, Seoul

Duration

1 hour and 10 minutes/2 hours

Language
Available

Korean, English

06.

Baking Bread
on the Han
River

Become a master baker at the Hangang River!
For the first 30 minutes, hilarious performers will teach you a special way of baking.
A total of 180 people can participate together and divide into teams during baking.
After the baking session, relax and enjoy the the panoramic view of Seoul on a
50-minute cruise ride. Following the ride is a 20 minute long live performance for
your entertainment. This is the perfect choice for those wanting a pleasant team
building experience.

PANGSHOW
82-2-722-4400
www.pangshow.co.kr

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

Maximum 180 peaople each
Indoors: Han River Cruise

Duration

1 hour 40 minutes~
1 hour 50 minutes

Language
Available

English, Chinese, Vietnamese,
Thai
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07.

Making Bean
Paste Rice
Cake

This program is for taking a step into Korean culture with making rice cake with red
bean paste. Using skinless red beans to make innings for the rice cake, participants
learn to make their own special rice cake. Many international visitors enjoy the way
rice cake was designed from the traditional Korean patterns taken from Hanbok. As
gift box service is available with the unique rick cake made, participants can bring
home the rice cake as souvenirs. Each session holds the maximum of 15 people but
bigger classroom can be arranged upon request.

Sunny's Dining
82-10-5025-0210
www.sunnysdining.com
truly2004@naver.com
wwww.instagram.com/sunnySiningbz

08.

Discover Seoul
with Pedicabs

This Program is a blend of tour and completing mission in which participants
discover Seoul on pedicabs. A maximum of two adults and one child can get
on the pedicab running through Bukchon, Seochon, Insa-dong, Gwanghwamun,
Cheonggyecheon Stream and other popular areas to carry out different missions.
Tour around the capital of Korea in the way you'll never forget.

ARTEE Pedicab
82-2-1666-1693
www.arteepedicab.com

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

1 to 15 peaople each
Indoors: Sunny's Dining (199
Baekbeom-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul)

Duration

1~1 hour and 30 minutes

Language
Available

Korean, English

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

10 to 30 peaople each
Outdoors: Gwanghwamun
Square, Cheonggyecheon Stream,
Insa-dong, Bukchon Hanok Village

Duration

1~2 hours

Language
Available

English, Chinese, Japanese
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09.

DIY Motherof-pearl Craft
Experience

Create your own mother-of-pearl picture frame using the traditional Korean
technique, Raden. Professional artists at the workshop will teach the participant the
special technique for the best results. This unique chance lets international visitors
get to be creative with mother-of-pearls, unlike other Raden classes that makes
fixed-desing items, such as key rings and hand mirrors. Earn a precious souvenir of
this mystical material as you learn of Korea and its arts and culture.

MIZI Company
	82-10-5385-5370
blog.naver.com/mizi-com
mizicompany1@gmail.com
	www.instagram.com/mizicompany/
www.facebook.com/mizicompany/
Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

10.

Do it! Do it!
We can
everything
Beat Ta Movement
	82-10-7219-0702
82-10-8265-0722
cafe.naver.com/betamove
betamove@naver.com
vpfnffk@naver.com
www.instagram.com/betamove

2 to 25 peaople each
Indoors: MIZI Company
Workshop (Dogok-dong)

Duration

1 hour and 30 minutes

Language
Available

Korean, English

Release the stress with exciting traditional Korean rhythms and the Korean drums.
Learning to play the drum and to play in harmony ensemble with your team.
Participants can also carry out mission on team-based to learn how to harmonize
dance moves while playing the drums. This program is perfect for team building as
the participants learn to play the music in teams, in which the genres of music can
be extended according to the group size including KoreaTA, SingTA, CheerleaTA,
and MovemenTA. It’s the best program to learn the Korean musical pleasure called,
Heung. Get your hands-on experience relieving all the stress with the sound of
pounding drums!

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

20 to 200 peaople each
Indoors: Beat Ta Movement
(38-6 Daehak-ro 11-gil, Jongnogu, Seoul) or on-site lectures

Duration

2 and over

Language
Available

Korean, English, Japanese
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11.

Exploring local
food market and
Cooking Korean
food with chef

Eating delicious meals together is a great way for team bonding. Especially if you
get to experience A to Z of the meal with your team. For this program, participants
will be visiting the biggest wholesale market in market in Korea participants will
shop through the market in teams, speaking in Korean to buy the ingredients in
person. But no worries, A chef will give you a brief lesson on Korean beforehand, and
the shopping time will be a great chance to practice it. After having bought all the
ingredients, you'll get to cook popular Korean dishes with the chef. Come to cook
and enjoy a great time together!

12.

Find the Wrong
Attraction +
Team Building

“What's Wrong With This Attraction + Team Building” is an educational program
that you learn the history and culture while having fun. Participants will take a tour
around the pictures. They can also visit the souvenir shop in the palace, try on
hanbok, receive the missions and spot the differences in teams or as solo within the
given time limit. You can earn hints through the QR code service or the travel plan
commission. Complete all the missions get completion certificates.

HANBOKNAM
82-10-6485-8507

OME Cooking Lab
82-10-5060-5250
www.5-tastes.com
Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

1 to 10 peaople each
Outdoors: Yangnyeong Market
and Gyeongdong Market

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

No limits peaople each
Outdoors: Gyeongbokgung
Palace

Duration

3 hours

Duration

2~3 hours

Language
Available

English, Chinese(Simplified,
Traditional)

Language
Available

English, Chinese(Simplified,
Traditional), Japanese
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13.

Haerang’s
2 Hour Korean
Alphabet Class
Haerang's Korean
	82-10-2726-6194
a1231z@naver.com
	www.instagram.com/haeranggeum

Would you like to experience more than just eating, drinking and shopping in Seoul?
Feel Korea through Korean. The Korean language is representation of the Korean
life, culture and history. Poet Geum Haerang has long been studying the sound and
meaning of Korean that she’d be the perfect instructor for your group. Don't miss this
chance to learn about the principle behind inventing the Korean alphabet and how to
read Korean. In just two hours participants will learn to read Korean and even be able
to teach others. They can truly understand the Korean culture through unique Korean
expressions and its characteristics. Participants will be able to write their names in
Korean and be given certificates of completion.

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

5 to 50 peaople each
Indoors: Café near
Gyeongbokgung Station
Outdoors: On-site lectures
available

Duration

3 hours

Language
Available

Korean, English

14.

Hallyu Star
Makeup Class
H&K Consulting
82-2-737-2160-2

This Program teaches the makeup styles and beauty tips of Korean celebrities.
Learn how Song Hye-kyo, Jun Ji-hyun and other Korean stars get their makeup done!
Participants get the beauty tips of top celebrity stars through this Hallyu Star
Makeup Class in which the professional makeup artist will select one from the group
as the model to demonstrate the makeup techniques.
It’s a special chance to watch the makeup tutorial live and receive feedbacks
spontaneously. If your group is interested in K-Beauty, this program is just the right
one for you.

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

30 peaople each
indoors : Anywhere capable to
hold a group session.

Duration

1 hour

Language
Available

Korean
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15.

Hangeul Hunt

Find Korean characters (Hangeul) hidden in different mission spots and create
Korean words as a team. Points given is different depending on difficulty. Multiple
choice quizzes are given for each completed word to guess the correct meaning
and you can add additional points for each correct guess. The team with the most
points within the time limit becomes the winner. Each Korean word is related to the
participating company and you can earn hints through traditional Korean games.
You can learn Hangeul and have fun with you team as well.

Aju Incentive Tours
82-2-786-0028,
www.ajutours.co.kr
ajuincentive@ajutours.co.kr

16.

Janggu Taekgyeon

Janggu is one of traditional Korean drum that can be played with a stick or hands.
Whole group will get a lesson to learn to play the Janggu then the group will be
divided with participants who like the similar rhythms. Participants will learn how to
make variations of the original rhythm in teams to bring the teams in one harmony.
Taekkyeon is the traditional Korean martial art which look like dancing. Learning the
basic Taekkyeon moves and practice them together is only possible in this class. It’s
very special and unique that your group will have stories to tell for a long time.

Sejong Center for the Performing Arts
SamcheongGak
	82-2-740-3201
82-2-740-3207
www.samcheonggak.or.kr
khk74@sejongpac.or.kr
Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

10 to 50 peaople each

Outdoors: Anywhere in Seoul

Duration

3 hours

Language
Available

Korean, English, Japaneses,
French, Spanish

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants

10 people or more per each

Venue

Indoors: Samcheonggak
(3 Daesagwan-ro,
Seongbuk-gu, Seoul)

Duration

1~1 hour and 30 minutes

Language
Available

English

18
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17.

Knot
Cardholder
Yenzy
	82-10-7503-8517
yenzy.co.kr
yenzy@naver.com
www.instagram.com/yenzy.co.kr

※ Card Holder with Dorae Knots - Make dorae knots using leather ties and add
tassel decorations to make your own leather card holder.
※ Class Process
1. Theory on Leather : Learn about the types of leather and how to care them.
2. Stamp your initials : Hammer your initials on the card holder.
3. Sewing : Sew and finish off your card holder.
Create your own card holder using natural-dye leather. It holds up to 4 to 5 cards
and the small size makes it convenient to carry around.

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

5 to 25 peaople each
Indoors: Seoul Women Venture,
Gangnam-gu, Seoul

Duration

1 hour and 30 minutes

Language
Available

Korean, English

18.

Korean
Cooking Team
Building
O'ngo Food Communications
	82-2-3446-1607
www.ongofood.com
ongofood@ongofood.com

This program is to increase team cooperation and understanding with cooking
delicious dishes of Korean cuisine.
The chef will demonstrate the cooking of the day before the actual class starts and
the participants will cook the dishes in teams. The entire class takes 3 hours and will
cook 2 to 3 most popular Korean dishes.
The dishes and the number of menus may vary according to the group. Professional
chefs will teach their know-hows and tips gained through many years of experience.
This program will promote team spirit and satisfy your mouth and stomach as well.

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

5 to 25 peaople each

Indoors: Cooking School

Duration

3 hours

Language
Available

Korean, English
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19.

Korean Cuisine
Cooking Class
I Love Hansik Co., Ltd
82-70-7786-1445
www.ilovehansik.com
ceo@ilovehansik.com
	www.instagram.com/ilovehansik
	www.facebook.com/ilovehansik

This program is for international visitors who would like to have hands-on experience
cooking popular Korean dishes. Menu on the list include bulgogi, japchae, pajeon,
bibimbap, tteok-bokki, gimbap and more.
Classes can be varied upon the consultation with the group or the company
considering different preferences.
There are two studios capable of holding the maximum of 10 or 24 each and
the class is available not only in English but Chinese, Japanese and Italian also.
The ingredients could be customized and also the program is to be designed to
accommodate Halal and vegan.

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

2 to 30 peaople each
Indoors: ILOVEHANSIK
Cooking Studio (2F, 282
Donggyo-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul)

20.

K-Pop Dance
Experience
RKD Entertainment
	82-10-3445-2737
www.realkpopdance.com
realkpopdance@gmail.com
www.instagram.com/realkpopdance
www.facebook.com/realkpopdance

It’s a special experience which your group can try out the K-pop dance routines.
Our program has been mentioned on CNN, ESPN, Le Figaro, Kika TV, KBS, Arirang
TV, KTV, tVN and other media channels in Hong Kong, Japan and Indonesia, as an
unique program enjoy Hallyu.
Feel like actual K-Pop star, in this class taught by actual K-Pop backup dancers!
Get the chance to learn the latest K-Pop dances
In just 90 minutes, you'll get to enjoy and master the latest K-Pop dances taught
under special curriculums and know-hows.

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

10~60 peaople each
Indoors: Dance Studio (56-6
Nogosan-dong, Mapo-gu)

Duration

2 hours and 30 minutes

Duration

1 hour and 30 minutes

Language
Available

Korean, English, Chinese(Simplified,
Traditional), Japanese, Other
Languages(Italian)

Language
Available

Korean, English
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21.

K-Pop
Experience

Want to learn more about the world of K-Pop, besides that horse dance by PSY?
Have you got what it takes to be like 2NE1 on the stage? Leave your shy-self aside
and enjoy the new side of you and your team members. As you learn to dance
like the professionals to the powerful K-Pop songs, you will get to exercise and
release all the stress in you as well. The classes will be in fluent English for you to
understand the details and ask questions to the industry experts.

COSMOJIN TOUR
	82-2-318-0345
www.cosmojin.com

22.

K-Pop Making
Class
King Studio
	82-2-6338-2428
82-10-5933-2426
www.kingstudio.asia
global@musicking.co.kr
www.facebook.com/kingstudio.kr

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

10 to 200 people
Anywhere considered
appropriate

Ever wondered how the K-Pop, the music of BTS, Blackpink and TWICE was made?
King Studio's KMC(K-Pop Making Class) service is not only for the professional
K-Pop artists, but also for those who enjoy the music in general.
Step 1 : Tour around King Studio
Step 2 : Introduction on the production process of K-Pop[Main positions, Singer,
Producer, Engineer]
Step 3 : Theory class for each postion
Step 4 : Assigned to the positions to participate in making K-Pop.
Step 5 : Record your K-Pop and create a selfmade music-video

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

2 to 10 peaople each
Indoors: King Studio (B1, 14,
Eonju-ro 153-gil, Gangnam-gu,
Seoul)

Duration

2 hours

Duration

2 hours

Language
Available

Korean, English

Language
Available

Korean, English, Chinese
(Simplified, Traditional),
Japanese

24
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23.

K-Wave Racing

Aju Incentive Tours
	82-2-786-0028
www.ajutours.co.kr
ajuincentive@ajutours.co.kr

K-Wave Racing is perfect for the Hallyu fans for exploring downtown of Seoul in
search for the favorite Korean celebrities’ photo in teams. While racing, participants
meet the local people and get to see the real side of Seoul which they’ve seen in
K-Drama or K-Movies. There are 5 rounds with missions to be completed including
imitating a scene from a famous K-Drama, trying out the spicy Korean food, K-star
searching and more. Participants will have plenty of opportunities to explore the
local community of Seoul with authentic local experiences while building the team
spirit as the racing sets the competition in between.

24.

Learn the Art
of Taekwondo
COSMOJIN TOUR
02-318-0345
www.cosmojin.com

This is an active program where participants get to experience the traditional
martial arts rooted from the early Korean bare-hand combat, Taekwondo. Today,
Taekwondo is world-widely acknowledged and even included as an Olympics sport.
It uses compelx motions and is very for effective self-defense, a strong impression
to the viewers. You get to learn the history and the basic moves of Taekwondo and
watch a demonstation done by black belt holders. Challenging to smash the pine
boards, holding the team matches and trying out new moves are for more advanced
participants.

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants

10 to 50 peaople each

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants

Venue

Indoors: Myeong-dong,
Namdaemun,
Namsan Hanok Village

Venue

10 to 100 peaople each
Indoors: World Taekwondo
Headquarter, Korea Culture
House (KOUS), Local gym

Duration

3~4 hours

Duration

2 hours

Language
Available

Korean, English, Japanese,
French, Spanish

Language
Available

English, Chinese(Simplified,
Traditional), Japanese

26
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25.

Make A Wish

Have you ever wanted to send away a letter in a bottle before?
This program lets you make wish together.
Participants will get a piece of paper to write the deepest wish and hopes on. Then
they will fold the paper into a paper boats and let it float away in Cheonggyecheon
Stream after taking a moment to pray for the wish to come true.

Jane DMC Korea
	82-2-720-7506
www.janetour.com

26.

Making
Makgeolli

Divide into teams and make rice wine together. In this program, Participants
experience the full rice wine making process, from mixing the ingredients to the
fermenting. They can watch and smell and listen to the wine fermenting and get the
chance to understand one of Korea's most significant fermented products. Taste
your products with your team members and build a chance to bond through this
unique cultural experience!

Suguk Seoul
	82-10-9117-9975
www.sugukseoul.com
sugukseoul@gmail.com

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

300 peaople each

Outdoors: Cheonggye Plaza

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

2 to 10 peaople each
Indoors: Suguk Workshop
(9 Achasan-ro 49-gil,
Gwangjin-gu, Seoul)

Duration

30 minutes (Adjustable)

Duration

2 hours

Language
Available

English, Chinese, Russian,
Indonesian

Language
Available

Korean, English
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27.

28.

Mother-of-pearl
Experience with
Mastercraftsman

The Story of Shell, JINJOO Shell, located at Bukchon Hanok Village, invites visitors
to experience first-hand Raden Creaft making, one of the popular techniques in
Korean lacquerware and woodwork. This special program allows visitors to make
accessories and souvenirs of their own inlaid with traditional Korean patterns and
Korean initials, from the traditional items such as wooden hand mirrors, business
card boxes, broches pendants to hair pins and bands.
Along with the activities, visitors are also Welcomed to enjoy our Raden lacquerware
gallery & shop on the first ground and permanent furniture exhibition hall in the
basement in which the collection of high quality woodworks is on display.

Percussion Music
& Traditional Korea
Dance

Jinjoo Shell
	82-2-2253-7585
82-10-9182-9051
www.jinjooshell.com
ymspace@jinjooshell.com
www.facebook.com/jinjooshell
www.instagram.com/jinjooshell

Items for Making Class
1. Raden hand mirror: Traditional inlaying technique class using parchment papers
and given motifs
2. Raden multi-purpose box: One and only special Raden lacquerware multi-purpose
box & business card box
3. Broch: Mother-of-pearl broches with sophisticated designs

Golden CATs
82-10-5097-1773
82-10-9266-8019
www.goldencats.co.kr
golden_cats@naver.com
www.facebook.com/goldencatsdance
www.instagram.com/goldencats_dance
www.youtube.com/user/amidalda

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

3 to 39 per each
Indoors: B1, 42-3, Bukchon-ro,
Jongno-gu, Seoul

Percussion Music & Traditional Korea Dance lets you learn the traditional Korean
Samgomu (three-drum dance) to pop music, the pop music makes it easy to learn, lets
the participants experience the unique side of the Korean culture, and strengthen the
teamwork while releasing stress.
Firstly, the participants will learn follow the traditional Korean dance moves to the music
of BTS, OST of Aladdin and Mamma Mia and more K-Pop songs. The famous music will
bring the higher enthusiasm from the participants. They will also get to try on traditional
Korean garments while playing the drums and dance and later receive all the photos and
videos to keep the memorable moments for a long time. This program is a great way to
build the team spirit and release the stress together with the Korean drums and dance
moves.

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

5 to 20 peaople each
Indoors: 3F 33, Hongik-ro 5-gil,
Mapo-gu, Seoul

Duration

1 hour and 30 minutes

Duration

1 hour and 20 minutes

Language
Available

Korean, English

Language
Available

Korean, English
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29.

NANTA
Challenge
PMC Production Co., Ltd
	82-2-721-7686
82-2-721-7651
www.nanta.co.kr
godjul@nanta.co.kr

Participants perform, share the techniques learned with the group, and work
together to create a harmony.
Use a variety of kitchenware as instruments to create a wonderful piece of music.
• Practice Nanta together
• Learn the basic Korean rhythm
• Perform on actual Buk Drum in Korean and other instruments
• Learn the opening and ending of Nanta performance
• Challenge to follow the actual Nanta performance

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

10 to 50 peaople each
Indoors: Nanta Academy,
Daehakro, Seoul

Duration

1 hour

Language
Available

Korean, English, Contact us
(Chinese, Japanese)

30.

Running Man
@ Gwangjang
Market

This program offers a chance to feel like celebrities starring in one of Korea’s popular
TV shows, Running Man.
This version of Running Man has been restructured into mission-centered games
for entertainment and to better fit as a teamwork program. You get to visit
Gwangjang Market, old wholesale market with a proud history of more than 100
years, throughout this program. Participants are for conpleting given The stamp for
completing missions to visit specific restaurants and purchase the specific menus.

Jane DMC Korea
82-2-720-7506
www.janetour.com

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

20 peaople each

Indoors: Gwangjang Market

Duration

1 hour

Language
Available

English, Chinese, Russian,
Indonesian
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31.

Seoul Cultural
Photo
Challenge

The goal is to show the maximum concentration into enjoying the cultural
experiences within the given time limit. Participants are divided into teams and tour
around Seoul, Including Museum of History, Gyeonghuigung, Bukchon Hanok Village,
Hangang River, Seoul Baekje Museum and Olympic Park to complete missions. The
mission is to take photos with Koreans once arrived at each location. Each team will
be assigned with a tour guide to help with the missions and the treasure hunt and
postcard message games will be on at the same time.

Korealinx
82-2-897-7897
www.korealinx.com

32.

Seoul Escape
Room
Seoul Escape Room
8
 2-2-501-6502
82-10-8463-1114
seoul-escape.com
info@seoul-escape.com
kakieru@naver.com
www.facebook.com/seoulescape

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants

20 to 40 peaople each

Venue

Outdoors: Anywhere
considered appropriate

Duration

8 hours

Language
Available

Korean, English

Escape room was the first to stat Escape Room game in Korea. Participants solve
clues and tricks filled in movie set. room to escape within the time limit. Larger
groups will be divided into smaller groups to enjoy the rooms of different themes;
murder, spy action, mystery, zombies and much more. Then each team will explore
the rooms of waterfalls in Amazon, night train, casino, a castle in the medieval
Age, rooms of better quality than theme parks. Seoul Escape Room are located in
Hongdae, Gangnam, Incheon and Busan, in areas full of other activities to enjoy
as well. Experience the complete package of thrilling fun from entering the escape
room and until having escaped the room.

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

2 to 34 peaople each
(Varies by the shop)
Indoors: Escape Room

Duration

30 minutes/60 minutes/
75 minutes

Language
Available

Korean, English
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33.

Seoul Free Fun
Pass
TRAESCO
82-2-718-9331
82-10-2225-4434
www.traesco.com
noah@traesco.com

The “Seoul Free Fun Pass” is a team-building program that encourages participants
to visit different spots and complete missions at each stage to win stickers.
Eventually, those who get the highest number of stickers will win the game. The
program will be a chance for participants to have a first-hand experience on Korea
and Seoul by taking a walk in the downtown on foot or by public transportation
and engaging in the local activities on each stage. They can take advantage of the
program to have direct/indirect cultural experiences through the downtown walk and
to build a teamwork by completing missions with their team members.

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

2 to 34 people
Outdoors: Several spots in
Jongno

Duration

3 hours

Language
Available

Korean, English

34.

Seoul Race

Etourism
	82-2-323-6850
82-10-4403-4436
www.koreaetour.com
info@koreaetour.com
	www.facebook.com/koreaetour

This is the Korean version of "Amazing Race," which carries out the missions after
dividing teams at famous tourist attractions in Seoul and determines its ranking by
scoring each mission. This team-building program is most appropriate for small
and medium-sized groups as it brings the unity of team members by solving the
mission together with the activities such as skipping the rope in groups, treasure
hunt, wearing Hanbok and taking proof pictures, and more. Customized programs
are also available depending on the group's, age group, and interests. Explore the
famous tourist attractions in Seoul with a variety of missions!

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

No limits peaople each
Outdoors: Namsangol Hanok
Village, Namsan Tower,
Changdeokgung Palace,
Myeongdong

Duration

5 hours

Language
Available

English
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35.

Taekwondo
Experience for
Foreigners
Kang's Global Taekwondo
	82-10-3768-2233
cafe.naver.com/tkdkkun
dddings@naver.com
	www.instagram.com/shindong_kang

This one-day Taekwondo program for beginners is consisted of small lessons on
stretching, basic moves, basic kicks, target kicks and smashing.
• Basic Moves - Horse Stance Punch, Low Block, Middle Block, High Block
• Basic Kicks - Front Kick, Axe Kick, Back Fist Punch
• Target Kicks - Basic Steps of Sparring, Front Kick, Axe Chop, Back Fist Punch,
Connected Kick
• Smashing - Axe Punch Smashing

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

2 to 20 peaople each
Indoors: Taekwondo Studio
(3F, 7 Jongam-ro 19-gil,
Seongbuk-gu, Seoul)

Duration

1 hour

Language
Available

Korean, English

36.

Team Building
Experience
with Flowers
Benz School
	82-10-3297-6773
www.benzschool.kr
sooknoh@hotmail.com

'F-Square (Flower Culture Experience Center)' is a creative flower culture experience
program at Yangjae Flower Market. It consists of a tour around the Flower Market
and a one-day class that runs for 2 to 2.5 hours. This unique experience is an
opportunity to increase creativity, passion, teamwork and gain a sense of
accomplishment through the flower market tour, mission to purchase flowers as a
team to create their own designs (for teamwork and creativity), and actual designing
of an artwork with those flowers.
Yangjae Flower Market is the biggest floriculture related market in Korea, and also
the biggest flower auction market in Korea. Korean floral designs are of world-class
and the 'Korean Style' is greatly popular especially in China, India and Southern
America. As Korean floral designs have become part of Hallyu, the 'Team Building
with Flowers' is a meaningful chance to understand the Korean floriculture and to
interact and gain teamwork.

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

10 to 120 people
(Varies by the shop)
Indoors: Yangjae Flower
Market (No. 12- No. 22, 27
Gangnam-daero, Seocho-gu,
Seoul)

Duration

2 to 2.5 hours

Language
Available

Korean, English, Chinese
(Simplified, Traditional)
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37.

Team-building
Korean
Cooking Class
O'ngo Food Communications
82-2-3446-1607
www.ongofood.com
ongofood@ongofood.com

This educational, interactive edutainment program encourages each team member
to participate in a Korean food culture quiz competition through cooperation.
After food culture lectures and demonstrations given by professional chefs, each
team is invited to create new cuisine using ingredients and cooking tips offered
in cooperation. This unique team building program helps to facilitate a teamwork
through discussions with team members and enhance the understanding of all
members about their food culture. Through years of know-hows about Korean
cooking classes, O’ngo Food offers a high quality, special programs that are suitable
even for special dietary choices (halal, vegetarians and vegans).

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

20 to 50 peaople each

Indoors : O'ngo food

Duration

2 hours

Language
Available

Korean, English

38.

Templestay

(Seon Center,
Jingwansa Temple)

Temple Stay can be defined by a single word, “meeting”. Not will the meeting
be with others, Including monks here, but also be meeting will be with yourself.
Pacticipants can sign up for a one-day program to experience the relaxation from
various stressful sources. In general, the temple stay is consisted of meditation,
conversation over tea with monks, formal monastic meals and 108 bows.

Seon Center
82-2-2650-2213, 2242
	templestay.com/temple_info.asp?t_
id=seoncenter
Jingwansa Temple
	82-2-388-7999
	templestay.com/temple_info.asp?t_
id=jks1080

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

10 to 50 peaople each
167, Mokdongdong-ro, Yangcheongu, Seoul(Seon Center)
73, Jingwan-gil, Eunpyeong-gu,
Seoul(Jingwansa Temple)

Duration

3.5 hours / Overnight

Language
Available

Korean, English
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39.

The Delights of
Korean Cuisine

Korean cuisine has a rich and deep background as it’s for the history of Korea.
Its significance comes from using the healthy ingredients including seasonal
vegetables, fermented sauces and vegetables for the side dishes. Well known
dishes such as kimchi and Korean style BBQ are popular world widely for years
already. Participants learn about the tasteful Korean cuisine and are offered with
opportunities to make their own recipes for the feedback from professionals. How
about participating for the delightfully tasty team building program in Seoul?

COSMOJIN TOUR
	82-2-318-0345
www.cosmojin.com

40.

The Soul of
Traditional
Korean Music

Participants get the chance to perform the music of Korea and share the lessons
learnt with the team members to create a harmony. You can also experience The
amusing rhythm created through the ensemble of diverse instruments, an ancient
music genre in Korea using percussion instruments. Participants will first learn
how to play the instruments they are given. Then gather into small groups to play
together and then lastly, everyone will gather together to play in ensemble.

COSMOJIN TOUR
	82-2-318-0345
www.cosmojin.com

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

10 to 40 peaople each
Indoors: Food and Culture
Academy, Kimchi World

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

10 to 40 peaople each
Indoors: Korea Culture
House (KOUS), Korea House,
Samcheonggak

Duration

2 hours

Duration

2 hours

Language
Available

English, Chinese(Simplified,
Traditional), Japanese

Language
Available

English, Chinese(Simplified,
Traditional), Japanese
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41.

Traditional Art
Experience
Jeongdong Theater
82-2-751-1500
www.jeongdong.or.kr
cs1500@jeongdong.or.kr
www.facebook.com/jeongdongtheater

Learn all about the Gukak, Korean national music, from Pansori, traditional dance to
Janngu from professional perfomers. Following the lesson there will be a traditional
performance of Jeongdong Theater.
Through the session on Janggu, learn all about the basics of the traditional Korean
rhythms. For Pansori, a music genre proclaimed by UNESCO as a Masterpiece of the
Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity, enjoy a solo demonstation. Lastly, explore
the beauty of the Korean culture through the movements of the traditional danceYou
can choose the courses to take according to your interest.

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

Janggu 10 to 50 people
Traditional Dance 10 to 20 people
Pansori 20 to 80 people
Indoors: Jeongdong Theater

42.

Treasure Hunt
in the Capital

Treasure Hunt is a game enjoyed by many worldwide, including Korea. The game
is easy and fit to play outdoors, on spacious areas. The emcee will fold numbered
pieces of paper and hide it around the area. Participants will run around to look for
the pieces and win prizes assigned to each number.

Jane DMC Korea
82-2-720-7506
www.janetour.com

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

300 peaople each
Outdoors: Cheonggye Plaza

Duration

30 minutes

Duration

1 hour

Language
Available

Korean, English, Chinese
(Simplified, Traditional),
Japanese

Language
Available

English, Chinese. Russian,
Indonesian
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43.

Urban Quest
Team Building

Urban Quest games are the ultimate cultural team building experience. Multiple
teams compete in an immersive, themed quest such as a heist, zombie invasion,
or spy mission. To win, teams must solve puzzles by exploring back alleys, entering
stores, opening subway lockers, talking with locals or actors, finding items, and
more. Games are challenging, engaging, and create direct interaction with local
Koreans. Stories can be customized for your group, and are designed and directed
by actual escape room developers.

ROKSTAR Co., Ltd
	+82-10-5042-1337
+82-70-7722-8868
www.rokstar.kr
rokstarseoul@gmail.com

44.

Yin-Yang, 5
Elements and I

Find out how to improve your life with ‘Yin-Yang, 5 Elements.’ Reading your character
and personality from the birth date to find out which areas you need to get
strengthen. Participants can share the reading results within the group and find out
more about each other. They can also make painting of each elements representing
themselves and make lasting artworks they can bring home. This program provides
opportunities to understand true-self of oneself and other in depth.

121 Bukchon
82-10-6295-3700
121bukchon.modoo.at
ofoodart@naver.com

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

20 to 250 peaople each
Specified downtown Seoul
areas. Game locations
customizable upon request

Mininum to
Maximum
Participants
Venue

4 to 10 peaople each

Indoors : 121, Gyedong-gil,
Jongno-gu, Seoul

Duration

1~3 hours

Duration

2 hours

Language
Available

English, Korean, and other
upon request

Language
Available

Korean, English, Japanese

